
Brand Abuse Lure Protection

ENTERPRISE SECURITY SERVICES

Stop malicious spam lures that damage your brand and reputation.

Cybercriminals send spam emails that impersonate 
trusted brands in order to trick recipients into clicking 
malicious links, opening malicious attachments, or 
responding to email addresses used for cybercrime. 
These email lures are typically  used to distribute 
malware, build botnets, or carry out 419 scams. 

They may also be used in phishing attacks in which 
the brand abused in the email lure is not the brand 
targeted by the phishing site recipients are directed to. 
For example, a brand abuse lure may abuse a shipping 
company’s brand to entice recipients into opening a 
phishing webpage that targets webmail accounts. 

Brand abuse lure attacks tarnish your reputation and 
make victims less likely to trust your emails in the future. 
This diminishes the value of your brand and reduces the 
effectiveness of your legitimate online communications 
and marketing efforts. The attacks can also place 
significant stress on customer support operations due to 
spikes in call center traffic and customer compliants. 

Fight back against email spam lures 
that abuse your brand.

PhishLabs fights back against the cybercriminals 
that impersonate your brand with malicious email 
lures. We detect, analyze, and proactively disable the 
systems and illicit services used to carry out email lure 
spam campaigns. Our aggressive strategy disrupts the 
cybercrime ecosystem, impeding profits, and requiring 
cybercriminals to rebuild before launching new email 
lure campaigns. 

When a malicious spam lure attack is detected using 
your brand, PhishLabs quickly confirms the abuse, 
analyzes the attack and takes aggressive action to 
mitigate the threat. Using efficient procedures and 
strong relationships with service providers and other 
organizations, we shut down all the malicious links 
included in the spam email, any redirects, and the 
final destination link. We also pursue shutdown of the 
command and control infrastructure of the spamming 
botnet responsible for launching the brand abuse lure 
spam campaign. 
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Service features
24/7/365 brand abuse lure detection and mitigation.

Expert identification and analysis of all malicious 
links in the attack, including redirects and the final 
destination URL.

Rapid mitigation of all lure attack components.

Spam source identification and take down. 

Malicious URL broadcasting. 

Fixed-fee, unmetered service pricing.
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Rapid Detection and Expert Analysis

Every day, PhishLabs processes millions of suspicious 
URLs captured from emails and other sources. We 
collect and analyze global email, URL and domain name 
data brom a broad network that includes:

• ISPs and email service providers
• Email security companies
• Spam botnet activity monitoring
• Spam pots
• Client abuse mailboxes
• Website referer logs
• DMARC feedback loop emails
• Spam tool trackers
• Web crawlers

When a brand abuse lure attack is detected, experts in 
our 24/7/365 Security Operations Center immediately 
investigate it. Using specialized expertise and tools, 
PhishLabs SOC analysts analyze the full attack chain. 
We trace the path from the link contained in the lure 
email to the final malicious URL and map all redirects in 
between.  

Complete Brand Abuse Lure 
Mitigation 

Using information extracted from the email lure 
attack analysis, PhishLabs SOC analysts initiate threat 
migitation procedures. We maintain an extensive 
database of contacts and procedures at service 
providers worldwide, including:

• ISPs
• Web hosting companies and free hosting
• Dynamic DNS providers
• Broadband services
• Other service providers

Our experts quickly pinpoint the appropriate service 
provider, cutting through multiple layers to directly 
engage the party responsible for managing the server 
hosting the malicious sites. This enables rapid shutdown 
of the attack campaign.  We also aggressively pursue 
other tools used in the attack, such as spamming 
programs and spam botnet command and control 
servers, and disable them to prevent further use in 
cybercrime scams.
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About PhishLabs

PhishLabs is the leading provider of 24/7 cybersecurity services that protect against the exploitation of people to 
compromise systems and steal data. PhishLabs combines proprietary technology, intelligence, and human expertise to 
rapidly detect, analyze, and stop targeted cyberattacks before they impact organizations.  

To learn more, visit www.phishlabs.com.


